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Abstract
Large Language Models (LLMs) have achieved001
state-of-the-art performance at generating zero-002
shot summaries from given input articles. How-003
ever, little is known about the robustness of004
LLMs at the specific task of zero-shot abstrac-005
tive summarization. To bridge this gap, we006
propose relevance paraphrasing, a simple strat-007
egy that can be used to measure the robust-008
ness of LLMs as summarizers. The relevance009
paraphrasing approach identifies the most rel-010
evant sentences that contribute to generating011
an ideal summary, and then paraphrases these012
inputs to obtain a minimally perturbed dataset.013
Then, by evaluating and comparing model per-014
formance for zero-shot summaries generated015
on both the original and perturbed datasets, we016
can assess LLM summarization robustness. We017
conduct extensive experiments with relevance018
paraphrasing on 4 diverse datasets, as well as 4019
LLMs of different sizes (GPT-3.5Turbo, Llama-020
213B, Mistral7B, and Dolly-v27B). Our results021
indicate that LLMs are not very robust summa-022
rizers, as performance drops consistently for023
the minimally perturbed articles, necessitating024
further improvements.025

1 Introduction026

Large Language Models (LLMs) have achieved027

tremendous success at a number of natural lan-028

guage tasks such as question answering (Robinson029

and Wingate, 2022), computer program generation030

(Vaithilingam et al., 2022), and text summarization031

(Zhang et al., 2023), among others. In particular,032

modern LLMs have made remarkable progress in033

generating abstractive summaries from input arti-034

cles that are comparable to summaries written by035

humans (Zhang et al., 2023). However, while best-036

case performance of LLMs at zero-shot summariza-037

tion is clearly superlative to other neural models,038

relatively little is known about the robustness of039

their performance at this task.040

Previous work on LLM robustness has primarily041

investigated adversarial robustness by evaluating042

them on adversarial prompts meant to induce un- 043

safe behavior (Zhu et al., 2023a; Wang et al., 2021). 044

Similarly, a number of adversarial attacks have 045

been proposed for LLMs for various threat models 046

(Jones et al., 2023; Zou et al., 2023) based on man- 047

ual engineering or prompt optimization. However, 048

our goal in this work differs conceptually from 049

an adversarial attack– we aim to measure general 050

robustness performance using a novel paraphrasing 051

strategy which does not have knowledge of the 052

target LLM being used. In contrast, adversarial at- 053

tacks seek to induce worst-case LLM performance 054

by crafting adversarial inputs specific to the model. 055

Note that these attacks target the instruction fol- 056

lowing capabilities of LLMs, and summarization- 057

specific attacks have not yet been proposed. 058

Other works (Ye et al., 2023b; Ko et al., 2023) 059

have raised concerns of variability in existing LLM 060

benchmarks and an overall lack of performance 061

credibility (for instance, due to known issues of 062

test set leakage into training data) to measure ro- 063

bustness by proposing novel evaluation methods. 064

There are also a number of position papers (Šte- 065

fánik, 2022) and surveys (Chang et al., 2023) on ro- 066

bustness in LLMs, but none of these have explored 067

the robustness of LLM performance at the specific 068

task of zero-shot abstractive summarization. 069

In this work, we aim to bridge this gap by propos- 070

ing a novel method for analyzing the robustness 071

of LLM summarization. For learning tasks, ro- 072

bustness has generally been defined (Carlini and 073

Wagner, 2017) as the change in the magnitude of 074

model performance upon minimally perturbing the 075

input space. Based on this definition, we formulate 076

and seek to answer the following research question 077

in this work: how does LLM zero-shot abstractive 078

summarization performance vary with minimal per- 079

turbations of the input articles to be summarized? 080

To make progress towards this goal of quantita- 081

tively assessing LLM robustness at summarization, 082

we propose a novel strategy named relevance para- 083
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Article: During a peaceful kayaking trip on a serene river,

John found himself in a frantic situation when he realized

he had lost his phone. His faithful dog, Max, was his only

companion on this adventure..... Hours passed, and just

when hope seemed to wane, John's perseverance paid off
as he spotted a glimmer of his phone beneath the

riverbank's mud. With his phone safe in hand, the kayaking

journey became an unforgettable adventure �lled with

both despair and triumph.

Model Summary: In the midst of both despair and

triump, a misplaced phone is ultimately found during a
kayaking journey accompanied by a faithful dog.

Article: During a peaceful kayaking trip on a serene river,

John found himself in a frantic situation when he realized

he had lost his phone. His faithful dog, Max, was his only

companion on this adventure..... Hours passed, and just

when hope seemed to wane, John's perseverance paid off
as he spotted a glimmer of his phone beneath the

riverbank's mud.  Holding his phone, the kayaking trip

turned into an eventful journey marked by both moments

of despair and triumph.

Model Summary: A man's kayaking trip with his dog

takes a stressful turn when he loses his phone on a serene
river.

Relevance

Paraphrasing

Original Article Minimally Perturbed Article

Figure 1: An example showcasing relevance paraphrasing. When sentences relevant to generating the summary are
paraphrased to create a minimally perturbed article, we find that zero-shot summarizaton performance drops as the
model uses other sentences instead to craft the summary, leading to a loss of salient information.

phrasing for minimally perturbing the input space084

of articles. Relevance paraphrasing involves iden-085

tifying which relevant sentences from the input086

article contribute most to generating an ideal gold087

summary. Then these sentences are paraphrased088

in the article so that they retain semantic meaning089

to the original version but are phrased differently.090

This gives us a minimally perturbed version of the091

input set of articles as only a few sentences are092

paraphrased. Note that paraphrasing is a simple op-093

eration that retains close similarity to the original094

set of articles so if the LLM is a robust summarizer,095

its performance should not change much for the096

perturbed input articles. Thus, by measuring the097

change in performance on both the original and098

perturbed set of input articles, we can assess LLM099

zero-shot summarization robustness. An example100

of relevance paraphrasing is shown in Figure 1.101

More importantly, through our analysis of LLM102

summarization robustness, we wish to draw atten-103

tion to the need for more work on task-specific ro-104

bustness analysis of LLMs. As shown in our results105

in subsequent sections, LLMs tend to exhibit lower106

performance across a number of different evalu-107

ation metrics (such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and108

BertScore (Zhang et al., 2019)) for the perturbed in-109

put articles obtained using relevance paraphrasing.110

We find that post relevance paraphrasing, LLMs se-111

lect entirely different input article sentences to craft112

the output summary, losing salient information in113

the process. This trend is consistently observed114

across LLMs of different sizes and model parame-115

ters1 as well as multiple datasets. Our results hence116

indicate that LLMs are not robust summarizers, and117

necessitate further improvements to ensure more118

consistent zero-shot summarization performance.119

1We study GPT-3.5Turbo (Ye et al., 2023a), Llama-213B
(Touvron et al., 2023), Dolly-v27B (Conover et al., 2023), and
Mistral7B (Jiang et al., 2023) in experiments.

2 Related Works 120

LLM robustness has largely been studied in the 121

context of adversarial attacks, where a malicious 122

adversary seeks to execute unsafe model behav- 123

ior by automatedly (Zou et al., 2023; Wang et al., 124

2023; Zhu et al., 2023b) or manually optimizing 125

(Wei et al., 2023; Perez and Ribeiro, 2022; Rao 126

et al., 2023) input prompts. Complementary to 127

these efforts, benchmarks have also been proposed 128

to evaluate adversarial robustness of LLMs (Zhu 129

et al., 2023a; Wang et al., 2021). It is important 130

to note that our work contrasts with research on 131

adversarial robustness of LLMs both conceptually 132

and in terms of motivation. Instead of generating 133

worst-case model specific adversarial prompts, we 134

employ model agnostic relevance paraphrasing that 135

minimally perturbs the input articles to character- 136

ize general and natural robustness of LLMs at the 137

zero-shot summarization task. 138

Other work on LLM robustness has proposed 139

evaluation methodologies and workflows to assess 140

model performance at general instruction following 141

(Sun et al., 2023) and tasks other than summariza- 142

tion, such as program synthesis (Shirafuji et al., 143

2023), sentence classification (Ko et al., 2023), and 144

reasoning problems (Ye et al., 2023b). To the best 145

of our knowledge, while a number of works have 146

studied the summarization capabilities of LLMs 147

(Tam et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023; Shen et al., 148

2023), none of these have analyzed the robustness 149

of LLMs at the summarization task, which we seek 150

to assess through our work. 151

3 Measuring Robustness Via Relevance 152

Paraphrasing 153

3.1 Zero-Shot Summarization 154

A zero-shot abstractive summarization model M 155

takes as input a dataset tuple T = (X,SG) where 156
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X is a set of articles and SG are their correspond-157

ing gold standard summaries, written by human158

experts. Each article x ∈ X and gold summary159

g ∈ SG have a variable number of sentences. The160

model M then takes in as input the set of arti-161

cles in the set X and outputs a set of summaries,162

i.e., M(X) = SM where SM is the set of model163

generated summaries. Traditionally, the model is164

evaluated by comparing the generated summaries165

(SM) with the gold summaries (SG) using eval-166

uation metrics such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and167

BertScore (Zhang et al., 2019).168

3.2 Relevance Paraphrasing169

Let an article be denoted as x ∈ X and its cor-170

responding gold summary is s ∈ SG. Similar to171

previous work in abstractive summarization (Kim172

et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2022), we assume a proxy173

mapping function ψ that takes in a (gold) summary174

sentence si ∈ s and returns a sentence xj ∈ x in175

the article that contributed most to that summary176

sentence. Any similarity function can be employed177

as a useful approximation for such a function ψ178

but in this paper we utilize TF-IDF vector simi-179

larities due to computational efficiency and over-180

all accuracy. Also let us assume that we have a181

paraphrasing model θ that takes in as input a sen-182

tence and returns a paraphrased version which re-183

tains semantic similarity but is phrased differently.184

Such a model θ could be a simple strategy such185

as active-to-passive, formal-to-casual, or a neural186

model such as an LLM being used for paraphrasing.187

In this paper, we use Llama-213B for this purpose.188

The relevance paraphrasing process is presented189

as Algorithm 1. Here, we wish to uncover how ro-190

bust LLMs are at the task of zero-shot abstractive191

summarization. In particular, the process works as192

follows: we first obtain the gold summary for each193

input article x ∈ X as s ∈ SG. Next, we use ψ to194

obtain a set of article sentences corresponding to195

each summary sentence in s. Analytically, using ψ196

for each article-summary pair (x, s), let us main-197

tain a set of indices Ix = {j|xj = ψ(si), ∀si ∈ s}198

which is essentially a set of all the article sentence199

indices that contributed most to the gold summary.200

Now, our goal is to paraphrase each of these201

relevant sentences for article x (that are important202

for its summary) using the paraphrasing model. We203

then replace those sentences in the article with their204

paraphrased versions. That is, for each of these205

article sentences xi, ∀i ∈ Ix we will now obtain206

a paraphrased version x′i using the paraphrasing 207

model θ and replace each xi with paraphrased x′i 208

to obtain a paraphrased version of the article x′. 209

We then repeat this process to obtain the entire 210

set of paraphrased articles as X ′. Now using the 211

difference in obtained model performance we can 212

assess the summarization robustness of LLMs. For 213

instance, if a given evaluation metric E (such as 214

BertScore) averaged over all test set summaries 215

worsens (e.g. E(SG,M(X)) > E(SG,M(X ′))) 216

for the paraphrased set of articles compared to the 217

original versions, we can conclude that the LLM 218

performance is not robust. 219

Algorithm 1 : Relevance Paraphrasing

1: Input: LLM M, Dataset tuple T = (X,SG),
mapping function ψ, paraphrasing model θ,
evaluation metric E .

2: initialize X ′ = ∅
3: for each s ∈ SG and x ∈ X pair do
4: let Ix = {j|xj = ψ(si), ∀si ∈ s}.
5: obtain x′ by replacing xi, ∀i ∈ Ix with

θ(xi).
6: obtain X ′ = X ′ ∪ {x′}.
7: end for
8: measure E(SG,M(X)) and E(SG,M(X ′)).

4 Results 220

We now present results for assessing robustness 221

through our proposed relevance paraphrasing strat- 222

egy. We undertake extensive experiments on 4 223

LLMs of different sizes: GPT-3.5Turbo, Llama- 224

213B, Mistral7B, and Dolly-v27B, and 4 diverse real- 225

world datasets: CNN/DM (See et al., 2017), XSum 226

(Narayan et al., 2018), Reddit (Kim et al., 2019), 227

and News (Ahmed et al., 2018). We use Llama- 228

213B as the paraphrasing model for all experiments. 229

Please refer to Appendices A and B for detailed in- 230

formation on the datasets and models, respectively. 231

Figure 2: Evaluating summarization performance using
ROUGE-2/L on original and paraphrased articles.
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Table 1: Performance change (%) observed after rele-
vance paraphrasing across datasets/LLMs.

Datasets Metrics Llama-213B GPT-3.5Turbo Dolly-v27B Mistral7B

Performance Change (%)

ROUGE-1 (-)7.354 (-)8.750 (-)13.77 (-)6.814
ROUGE-2 (-)21.20 (-)23.73 (-)31.66 (-)27.72
ROUGE-L (-)9.431 (-)13.54 (-)15.70 (-)11.99

CNN

BertScore (-)0.311 (-)0.689 (-)5.754 (-)0.522

ROUGE-1 (-)2.837 (+)16.19 (+)0.680 (-)3.680
ROUGE-2 (-)8.077 (+)12.99 (-)3.607 (-)13.91
ROUGE-L (-)3.764 (+)11.41 (+)1.465 (-)3.649

XSum

BertScore (-)0.092 (+)0.321 (-)0.524 (+)0.047

ROUGE-1 (-)10.90 (-)15.41 (-)39.60 (-)7.457
ROUGE-2 (-)28.43 (-)36.96 (-)50.30 (-)19.43
ROUGE-L (-)13.15 (-)17.00 (-)41.79 (-)10.65

News

BertScore (-)0.080 (-)0.707 (-)7.083 (+)0.528

ROUGE-1 (-)3.158 (-)6.600 (-)21.85 (-)2.974
ROUGE-2 (-)13.10 (-)24.13 (-)13.20 (-)13.89
ROUGE-L (-)3.529 (-)7.646 (-)27.64 (-)1.700

Reddit

BertScore (-)0.070 (-)0.750 (-)18.84 (+)2.104

Figure 3: Paraphrasing results in different summaries.

4.1 LLMs Are Not Robust Summarizers232

We present the relative performance change2 (%)233

for the original LLM summary and the one ob-234

tained after relevance paraphrasing in Table 1. We235

evaluate over 4 holistic summarization metrics:236

ROUGE-1/2/L and BertScore. We also provide the237

specific original/paraphrased performance values238

for the ROUGE-2/L metrics in Figure 2 and defer239

ones for ROUGE-1 and BertScore showcasing sim-240

ilar trends to Appendix E due to space constraints.241

Through these results it can be observed that242

summarization performance drops significantly af-243

ter relevance paraphrasing for all LLMs. The244

largest drops observed are for the CNN/DM and245

News datasets, of up to 50% on ROUGE-2 for246

Dolly-v27B. Moreover, Dolly-v27B is the most af-247

2That is, (new − old)/old ∗ 100.

fected by relevance paraphrasing, with significant 248

drops in performance over all datasets. Surpris- 249

ingly, even GPT-3.5Turbo has performance degra- 250

dation on the minimally perturbed articles, and 251

Mistral7B demonstrates the most robust perfor- 252

mance overall. As an exception, GPT-3.5Turbo at- 253

tains large gains in all evaluation metrics after rele- 254

vance paraphrasing for the XSum dataset. In a few 255

other cases, such as for Mistral (BertScore) and 256

Dolly-v2 (ROUGE), performance has improved 257

post relevance paraphrasing, but only in marginal 258

amounts. These results indicate that LLMs are not 259

truly robust summarizers, and more improvements 260

need to be made to ensure consistency in outputs. 261

4.2 Relevance Paraphrasing Leads to Entirely 262

Different LLM Generated Summaries 263

We now explore how LLM summarization selection 264

decisions change as a function of relevance para- 265

phrasing. Using our proxy mapping function ψ we 266

can observe the distribution of which input article 267

sentences contributed information to which model 268

summary sentence. In doing so, we can observe 269

these trends for the summaries generated on the 270

original dataset, as well as the minimally perturbed 271

dataset obtained after relevance paraphrasing. 272

These results are shown in Figure 3, and it can be 273

seen that LLMs start utilizing entirely different sen- 274

tences to generate the summary on the paraphrased 275

input article. While this selection issue is some- 276

what lesser for Mistral7B, in general, it poses to be 277

a major problem for all other LLMs. These results 278

further strengthen the finding that LLMs are not 279

robust summarizers, as a minor perturbation in the 280

input space leads to major changes in the output. 281

5 Conclusion 282

In this paper, we propose relevance paraphras- 283

ing to enable the robustness analysis of LLMs as 284

zero-shot summarizers. Through exhaustive experi- 285

ments, we find that LLMs are not robust summariz- 286

ers, and that models begin to use different article 287

sentences to generate summaries for paraphrased 288

articles. Our results indicate that LLMs need fur- 289

ther improvements to ensure robustness. By expos- 290

ing these robustness issues, we believe future work 291

can extend our efforts by proposing rectification 292

strategies employed in the instruction finetuning 293

(RLHF) stage3 that resolve these concerns. 294

3As sentences can be paraphrased in multiple ways, doing
this in the supervised finetuning stage might be intractable.
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Limitations295

Our work analyzes the robustness of LLMs as zero-296

shot summarizers across four diverse datasets. Our297

results from experiments show that LLMs need to298

be improved to ensure consistency and robustness299

in summarization performance (such as via recti-300

fication strategies). However, our work has a few301

limitations that we seek to alleviate in future work.302

First, summarization robustness needs to assessed303

in the context of long-form documents (medical304

records and legal documents, for example) where305

issues of robustness can lead to adverse outcomes.306

Second, LLM robustness at summarization needs307

to be analyzed for low-resource languages and do-308

mains where robustness of performance will likely309

be worsened. Finally, for closed-source models310

such as GPT-3.5Turbo, a longitudinal analysis of311

summarization robustness needs to be undertaken,312

as model performance can change over time.313

Ethics Statement314

Our work on uncovering summarization robust-315

ness issues in LLMs is important to further im-316

prove these models, and ensure robustness of per-317

formance. A lack of consistency in generating ab-318

stractive summaries in a zero-shot setting can lead319

to adverse outcomes in real-world scenarios, and320

our results shed light on this issue through experi-321

ments on 4 diverse datasets and 4 different LLMs.322

Through our initial preliminary efforts, we hope323

to galvanize research efforts to make LLMs more324

safer and reliable in practice.325
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Appendix 472

A Detailed Dataset Information 473

CNN/DM (See et al., 2017): The CNN/DM dataset 474

contains 300K news articles written by CNN and 475

Daily Mail employees and journalists. The testing 476

set consists of 11490 articles. The average number 477

of sentences in the articles are 33.37 and on average 478

there are 3.79 sentences per summary. 479

XSum (Narayan et al., 2018): The XSum dataset 480

contains over 200K short, one-sentence news sum- 481

maries collected through online articles from the 482

British Broadcasting Corporation. The testing set 483

consists of 11334 articles. The average number of 484

sentences in the articles are 19.105 and on average 485

summaries contain only 1 sentence. 486

Reddit (Kim et al., 2019): The Reddit dataset con- 487

sists of 120K Reddit posts where these informal 488

crowd-generated posts constitute the text source, in 489

contrast with existing datasets that use formal doc- 490

uments such as news articles as source. We used 491

an 80-20% train-test split to obtain 4214 articles in 492

the test set. The average number of sentences per 493

article is 22.019 and there are an average of 1.4276 494

sentences per summary. 495

News (Ahmed et al., 2018): The News dataset was 496

initially created for fake news classification. We 497

used the testing set comprising of 1000 articles. 498

In the summaries, there are an average number of 499

1.012 sentences over all articles. 500
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B Detailed Model Information501

GPT-3.5Turbo (Ye et al., 2023a): GPT-3.5-turbo502

is OpenAI’s flagship LLM which has been503

instruction-tuned and optimized for chat purposes.504

We utilized the model using the OpenAI API4 and505

experiments were conducted on the November ver-506

sion.507

Llama-213B (Touvron et al., 2023): Meta de-508

veloped the Llama-2 family of LLMs, a collec-509

tion of pretrained and fine-tuned generative text510

models ranging in scale from 7-70 parameters.511

We use the chat version of the models trained512

via instruction finetuning. We generated infer-513

ences via the PyTorch code provided in the of-514

ficial Github repository: https://github.com/515

facebookresearch/llama.516

Dolly-v27B (Conover et al., 2023): Dolly is a 6.9517

billion parameter causal language model created by518

Databricks finetuned on a 15K instruction corpus519

generated by Databricks employees. We used the520

databricks/dolly-v2-7b checkpoint5 from Hugging-521

Face as the summarization model.522

Mistral7B (Jiang et al., 2023): This is the first523

LLM developed by Mistral AI that is a decoder-524

based model trained with the following architec-525

tural choices: grouped query attention, sliding win-526

dow attention, and byte-fallback tokenization. Due527

to these choices, despite Mistral7B being a 7B pa-528

rameter model, it outperforms Llama-213B on a529

number of evaluation benchmarks.530

C Llama-2 Prompts for Paraphrasing531

To paraphrase the article sentences that corre-532

sponded to the dataset summary sentences we lever-533

aged Llama-2. It is important to note that Llama-534

2 refused to paraphrase 4.93% of the sentences535

due to the sentences containing objectionable or536

problematic language. Therefore we removed all537

of these articles from both the original and para-538

phrased datasets before generating the summaries.539

We now present the prompt used:540

You are a helpful assistant that is an expert in paraphrasing541

sentences. Paraphrase the sentence I will provide. Please542

respond with just the paraphrased version of the sentence.543

Here is the sentence: {Sentence}544

Note that {Sentence} was replaced with the ar-545

ticle sentence to obtain the paraphrased sentence.546

We then replace the original sentence in the article547

4
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5

5
https://huggingface.co/databricks/dolly-v2-7b

with this version to obtain the minimally perturbed 548

article post relevance paraphrasing. 549

D LLM Prompts for Summarization 550

In this section we provide the prompts used to 551

generate both original and paraphrased summaries 552

for each LLM and each dataset. The number of 553

sentences prompted per dataset is equal to the 554

nearest integer of the average number of sentences 555

in the corresponding gold summaries. The prompts 556

were improved iteratively and tailored to each 557

LLM to ensure the most reliable prompt following. 558

However, sometimes the models did not follow the 559

prompt specifications exactly and would generate 560

more summary sentences than required for that 561

dataset. For e.g. Llama-2 followed the prompt 562

exactly 45.99% while generating the original 563

summaries. Hence, for fair comparison between 564

original and paraphrased summaries we uniformly 565

sampled the number of sentences required from the 566

generated output. We now provide prompts below: 567

D.1 Prompts for GPT-3.5Turbo 568

XSum: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 569

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num- 570

bered list format. 571

For example: 572

1. First sentence 573

CNN/DM: For the following article: {Article}. Return a 574

summary comprising of 3 sentences. Write each sentence in a 575

dash bulleted format. 576

For example: 577

1. First sentence 578

2. Second sentence 579

3. Third sentence 580

Reddit: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 581

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num- 582

bered list format. 583

For example: 584

1. First sentence 585

News: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 586

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num- 587

bered list format. 588

For example: 589

1. First sentence 590

D.2 Prompts for Llama-213B 591

XSum: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum- 592

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num- 593

bered list format. 594
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For example:595

1. First sentence596

CNN/DM: For the following article: {Article}. Return a597

summary comprising of 3 sentences. With each sentence in a598

numbered list format.599

For example:600

1. First sentence601

2. Second sentence602

3. Third sentence603

Reddit: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-604

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num-605

bered list format.606

For example:607

1. First sentence608

News: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-609

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num-610

bered list format.611

For example:612

1. First sentence613

D.3 Prompts for Dolly-v27B614

XSum: Generate a 1 sentence summary for the given article.615

Article: {Article}.616

CNN/DM: Generate a 3 sentence summary for the given617

article. Article: {Article}.618

Reddit: Generate a 1 sentence summary for the given article.619

Article: {Article}.620

News: Generate a 1 sentence summary for the given article.621

Article: {Article}.622

D.4 Prompts for Mistral7B623

XSum: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-624

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num-625

bered list format.626

For example:627

1. First sentence628

CNN/DM: For the following article: {Article}. Return a629

summary comprising of 3 sentences. With each sentence in a630

numbered list format.631

For example:632

1. First sentence633

2. Second sentence634

3. Third sentence635

Reddit: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-636

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num-637

bered list format.638

For example:639

1. First sentence640

News: For the following article: {Article}. Return a sum-641

mary comprising of 1 sentence. With each sentence in a num-642

bered list format.643

For example: 644

1. First sentence 645

Note that {Article} in each prompt should be 646

replaced by the article to be summarized. 647

E Additional Results on Robustness of 648

LLM Summarization Performance 649

Figure 4: Summarization performance evaluation using
ROUGE-1 and BertScore metrics post relevance para-
phrasing.

We present results similar to Figure 2 for the 650

BertScore and ROUGE-1 evaluation metrics in Fig- 651

ure 4. It can be seen that for these metrics as well, 652

performance drops consistently across all LLMs 653

post relevance paraphrasing. 654

F Code and Reproducibility 655

We open-source our code and provide it as a 656

Github repository: https://anonymous.4open. 657

science/r/Relevance-Paraphrasing-90BF. 658

The repository contains instructions for how to 659

reproduce our results and analyze the findings 660

for each model. All the original summaries and 661

articles, as well as the paraphrased articles and 662

summaries for each model and dataset are also 663

provided in this repository for qualitative analysis. 664

We used Python 3.8.10 for all experiments. The 665

experiments were conducted on Ubuntu 20.04 666

using NVIDIA GeForce RTX A6000 GPUs 667

running with CUDA version 12.0. 668
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